Russian Club Will Have Double Treat On Saturday Night

The Russian Club, under sponsorship of Mr. Kasern-Beg, announces a double treat in store for interested students. Saturday night, at 7:00, there will be a lecture and a vocal recital in the Auditorium.

As the first half of this double program, Miss Irena Kiriloff will give an interesting historical lecture with a new slant. Her subject is: "The Imperial Garden of Russia".

Miss Kiriloff's hobby for a long time has been an interest in gardens from an historico-vegetative point, and she has been greatly interested in the growth and development of flowers. Thus, her talk is a survey of the gardens from which she has gathered much information and knowledge of the plants and flowers that have been grown in them. She will present a historical survey of the gardens, including the designs and the different types of gardens that have been constructed over the years. She will also discuss the importance of gardens in Russian culture and history.

As the second part of the program, a vocal recital will be given by Seraph Milikoff, basso. The recital will include excerpts from great operas as well as folk songs, sung to the accompaniment of the guitar. After Mr. Milikoff's recital, a serious Haydn quartet will be played.

Admission to this "double feature" program is free.

Night Friday to Be Given at Buck Lodge For All Conn. Students

Outing Club will have a supper Friday, October 27, in Buck Lodge at 6 p.m. All outgoing are invited to attend, particularly the freshmen as that may be one of the last chances the organization will have to meet them. The tickets are available at Rs. 0.50 per copy.

One can not adequately describe on paper the beauty of expression of the junior class's song and the keynote of the Hayden is a real token of that sentiment. The selection of the Hayden was done by the grace of section Sec., as a representation of the Hayden at the A. A. Hallowe'en party. It is the first in a series of suppers in which the Outing Club plans to have every month during the college year.

Beauty, Brilliance, Delicacy: Keynote Success of Quartet

by Norma Neri

When speaking of last Friday's performance of the New Music String Quartet at Palmer Auditorium, it is difficult to keep from being repetitive of the notices of the first program: for this program and all others since, Sec., Haydn, Casella, and Dessay were of equal excellence.

One can not adequately describe on paper the beauty of expression of the junior class's song and the keynote of the Hayden is a real token of that sentiment. The selection of the Hayden was done by the grace of section Sec., as a representation of the Hayden at the A. A. Hallowe'en party. It is the first in a series of suppers in which the Outing Club plans to have every month during the college year.

Class Secrets Of 1950 Hunt Are Disclosed

The hectic week is over; the sophomores and juniors have caught up with their sleep and have settled down to a normal routine of experience armed with many memories and a lot of new friendships.

As far as the success of the hunt goes, neither class found the other group's banner. The sophomore banner was hidden under the boards of the rifle range, and the juniors hid their banner one day on the Essex Gorge path. The pipeless the lamp post between Woolsey and the Astor House.

The classes weren't even successful in naming the members of the committee. Besides Jean Chandler, the sophomore committee was comprised of Clarice Lammott, Eunice Humble, Bob McClelland, and Frances. The composed core was composed of Nelly Eikof, Judy Whitley, Bethan Poston, and Beverly Etheridge, and chairman Joyce Hoffheimer.

Alhore '59 Chairman

Graham's and Wood's chairmanship of the junior committee. Other included Ed. Jervis, Hammy Brown, John McIlroy, Margaret Knight, and of course Louise Durkee. The down of the junior committee was of Rusty Katz, chairman, Sally Clark, and Misses Murchison, Francie Poletti, and Jose Goedan. The committee were Joyce Leeming, Gloria Jones, Lita Hamilton, Kay Nebbe, and Mary Benjamin.

As a matter of fact, the sophomore's banner should have known who was on the junior committee. The band at the piece of paper with all the names they believe was a cover for the pipeless of the autho. But the finder thought it was a joke and treated it as a harmless piece of paper.

There were quite a few stories told at the junior banquet about the happenings during the week.

See "Masscot Hunt"—Page 5

Hallowe'en Party To Feature Comic Strip Characters

All roads lead to the gym Fri., October 27, when A.A. spons ors the annual Hallowe'en party. Comic strips will furnish the theme, so all you frustrated Dick Tracys and Barnaby's come dressed as your idols. The gym will be decorated to represent the comic, and costume trips in the room will be the big attraction.

Booths for testing your strength, etc., will be set up, and there will be a faculty student vaudeville show. The latter will feature sketches from "Sputnik express" produced in 1945 and—according to the sponsors—the best show ever given at Connecticut. Refreshments, too, so everybody come.

As A.A. president, Daisy Mae Shepard says, "Ah, let's have the high spots for nigh on to four hours and there isn't nothing like that three Hallowe'en party at Connecticut."

Newcomers to Take "C" Quiz Tomorrow

In William, Chief Justice of Student Honor Court, will preside over the annual freshman-training "C" Quiz in Bill Hall 106, on Thursday, October 20, at 7:00 p.m. The quiz will deal mainly with the contents of the little "C" book, "An Alma Mater, and the oath."

Any of the girls who fail to pass their "C" quiz will take another quiz three or four weeks after the first quiz, the time necessary to be established by the honor court to correct the fault.

The "C" Quiz usually takes place about a month from the time freshmen and transfers arrive at the College. The delay enables the girls to become acquainted with the college and the rules.

So, freshmen and transfers, good luck!

Yale Professor Hajo Holborn Will Deliver Seventh Annual Lawrence Lecture October 31

Strider, Park and Ludlow in Wig and Candle Production

Wig and Candle will produce "Strider, Park and Ludlow," in Palmer Auditorium, December 1 and 2. Professor Hajo Holborn will present the play of Fair, Peggy Fox, of Brown, and a G. L. Ludlow in the lead. The cast also includes Misses Simone Follert, Miss Holborn's best entrance for her Russian, William, another friend; Miss. Lew, a man for the Y. M. C. A.; Blackstone; and her father's anti-physical-culture instructor.

As a matter of fact, the sophomore's banner should have known who was on the junior committee. The band at the piece of paper with all the names they believe was a cover for the pipeless of the autho. But the finder thought it was a joke and treated it as a harmless piece of paper.

There were quite a few stories told at the junior banquet about the happenings during the week.

See "Masscot Hunt"—Page 5

Koine, Because!

What is the book of the year? Why, KOINE, of course! KOINE, published by the Scholastic Book Club, is the story of the student body, of the freshman, sophomore, junior, or senior. It will be a picture volume of all the members of the student body and their parents, too.

On its two hundred pages of pictures you'll see your professors, the clubs you belong to, the dormitories you live in, your roommate. The price of this wonderful book is $4.75—a small price indeed for a complete picture in comic form of this year at school.

So when that KOINE representatives knock on your door this week say to her, "Yes, I'd like to purchase KOINE!" Remember, it's KOINE, because!

Elden H. Mills to Speak at Vespres

The speaker at the 7 p.m. ves- pres service Sunday will be the Rev. Elden H. Mills, assistant professor of history at Yale University.

Rev. Elden H. Mills, assistant professor of history at Yale University, will be the guest speaker at the vespres service Sunday, October 23, at 7:00 p.m. He will speak on "The German Reformation and the Reformers," a topic which is of great interest to all students.

The Rev. Elden H. Mills is a well-known scholar and historian who has made significant contributions to the field of religious history. His research on the Reformation has been widely recognized and respected, and his teachings have inspired many young minds.

The vespres service is a popular event among students and faculty members, and it is always a pleasure to have such distinguished guests as the Rev. Elden H. Mills to share their insights and knowledge with us.

Yale University New Haven

PROFESSOR HAJO HOLBORN

Hallowe'en Party To Feature Comic Strip Characters

All roads lead to the gym Fri., October 27, when A.A. spon- sor's the annual Hallowe'en party. Comic strips will furnish the theme, so all you frustrated Dick Tracys and Barnaby's came dressed as your idols. The gym will be decorated to represent the comic, and costume trips in the room will be the big attraction.

Booths for testing your strength, etc., will be set up, and there will be a faculty student vaudeville show. The latter will feature sketches from "Sputnik express" produced in 1945 and—according to the sponsors—the best show ever given at Connecticut. Refreshments, too, so everybody come.

As A.A. president, Daisy Mae Shepard says, "Ah, let's have the high spots for nigh on to four hours and there isn't nothing like that three Hallowe'en party at Connecticut."

Newcomers to Take "C" Quiz Tomorrow

In William, Chief Justice of Student Honor Court, will preside over the annual freshman-training "C" Quiz in Bill Hall 106, on Thursday, October 20, at 7:00 p.m. The quiz will deal mainly with the contents of the little "C" book, "An Alma Mater, and the oath."

Any of the girls who fail to pass their "C" quiz will take another quiz three or four weeks after the first quiz, the time necessary to be established by the honor court to correct the fault.

The "C" Quiz usually takes place about a month from the time freshmen and transfers arrive at the College. The delay enables the girls to become acquainted with the college and the rules.

So, freshmen and transfers, good luck!
Civil Service Jobs For CC Scientists Offered By Gov't

United States Civil Service Commission, in continuation of its policy of encouraging Juniors (Social Science Assistant) to take up professions to which entrance examinations are especially suited for young men, and even for the first-year student, usually offerings at least mild interest among the inhabitants. It is impossible, therefore, that News has not far recorded the recent arrival of three young men at this for a mere weekend, to be forgotten with the Monday mass of people, but as permanent residents. Their names are Terry Glenn, Bob, who arrived on September 20; Robert Eugene Ferguson, September 9; and William Bell Strider, August 6. Since you wonder.

Forgotten Young Men
Congratulations to our subtle student artist! It is good to see a Swift daub of paint on our campus. The long article concerning MASSCO, somewhere in this year's column last week was a gem! Now some constructive criticism—how about making MASSCO Hunt an affair that lasts from sundown on Monday until sunrise on Tuesday, for example. Have the chaps a little more zest of fun in them to find. Keep all of the sunup and down. Keep the Hunt up. Let's adjudge it to changing needs.

E. Starkie, for several Students' Senate members.

Answer to Satirist
There is a large majority among us who think that MASSCO Hunt should be preserved, and perhaps with good reason. Last week in this same Reason's arguments for the Preservation of MASSCO Hunt were clearly, and we

must admit, convincingly stated. There are, however, a small minority in connection with these arguments which they, though they may be minor, should be presented before a large group of people.

It has been said that MASSCO Hunt is the most valuable benefit for its traditional value. Those who hold to this view think tradition to be a part of the foundation upon which the unity of and loyalty for MASSCO is built. In this modern era, however, every tradition must be re-examined and cast aside the outdated concept of the school spirit which is ?enciency with the facts. School spirit has in our time quite sensationally fallen into disrepute. Certainly there is no longer any need for an institution to maintain artificial exaltation of the college community. Why, then, should we preserve the tradition of MASSCO Hunt, since it represents a useless and artificial tradition?

The Preservationists, in their defense of the tradition, are putting up a steadfast fight against the unravelling of classes is a worthy goal. This, they say, serves the necessary balance between the social aspects of the college life and the academic aspects of such a balance is hardly, however, only another instance of the fallacy of the "well-rounded" student. The student, it is true, needs the necessary balance between the social and academic aspects of college life. And yet the A.M.A. is spending two million dollars for the Preservation of MASSCO Hunt. As we have said before, this is for the sake of the A.M.A. and not for the sake of the public. It is for the sake of the A.M.A. that we have written this argument. It is for the sake of the A.M.A. that we have written this argument. It is for the sake of the A.M.A. that we have written this argument. It is for the sake of the A.M.A. that we have written this argument.

POLITICAL COLUMN
American Medical Association
by Elaine Fensterwald

Propaganda, sensational propaganda, assumes a large proportion of the non-rational people. Democracy functions on the masses, but the mass of American people can look at facts and make intelligent decisions. Yet the American Medical Association, which represents the majority of the medical profession of our country, is conducting a persistent campaign of propaganda, aimed at "stimulating" the American mind. In order to fight a scheme of compulsory health insurance, which has been proposed by the

allowing who to be the dominant power, it is the American Medical Association's medical care of a large proportion of the population. The A.M.A. is pouring two million dollars into a scheme of public health which is not only impossible but unwise. The concept of compulsory health insurance is not only impossible but unwise. The concept of compulsory health insurance is not only impossible but unwise. The concept of compulsory health insurance is not only impossible but unwise. The concept of compulsory health insurance is not only impossible but unwise. The concept of compulsory health insurance is not only impossible but unwise.

Certainly, if the American Medical Association feels that the best interest of the people is not just the medical profession itself, can be satisfied by a comprehensive system of medical care, it seems that the A.M.A. would wish to spend the people's money on improving it. It is one of the several million people who are dying of cancer for which the A. M. A. has just begun collecting millions of dollar funds for research. The true value of such a scheme is for the sake of the A.M.A. and not for the sake of the American people. Our medical schools and hospitals are inadequately staffed and equipped. And yet the A.M.A. is spending two million dollars on fighting commercials and page spreads in newspapers, devoted to flag waving, to have a negative effect.

Why doesn't the A.M.A. recog-
Fall Fashions Announced by Mademoselle

College girls can take the credit for launching this fall's important fashion trends. After looking at college campuses across the country, top designers have come up with designs for their fall lines. These new styles are anything but ordinary, and they are a testament to the creativity and talent of today's college students.

Practicality and beauty are combined in the fall fashions to create outfits that are both stylish and comfortable. The trend toward semi-formal wear continues, with dresses becoming more fashionable and versatile. These dresses are perfect for a variety of occasions, from cocktails to dancing or even a night out on the town.

One of the key pieces of the fall season is the fur coat. From short fur coats to long, straight coats, these pieces are a statement of style and elegance. They are perfect for those colder evenings, providing both warmth and glamour.

Another notable trend is the use of synthetic materials. These materials are both durable and stylish, making them a popular choice for designers. They are perfect for those who want to stand out from the crowd while still maintaining a stylish appearance.

With the fall season in full swing, college girls are sure to be embracing these new fashion trends, proving that they are the true trendsetters of today.

Trustee Stresses Importance Of Liberal Arts for Women

by Allie Wehrl

One of Connecticut College's most loyal and helpful friends is William H. Putnam, a stockbroker from Hartford, Conn. Although Mr. Putnam's official capacity here at college is that of chairman of the board of trustees, his interest is definitely not confined to the administrative aspect of our college.

When queried as to the reason for his concern with C.C., Mr. Putnam replied that he has always taken a personal interest in the educational system of this state. He believes that, since the modern woman is becoming more and more a part of our economy, she has to have some means by which she can acquire a position of worth. Otherwise, she is forced to accept an inferior status, because she lacks the advantages of her male counterpart.

Scientific Connecticut

Mr. Putnam—when asked if he thought a liberal arts college gave many graduates the opportunity to talk informally with the several others that accompanied the speaker, it was fun and good purpose for all of them. The next meeting will be held on November 18 and will consist of a program of South American folklore and performed by the students from different parts of Latin America.

Mr. Putnam thinks that all those connected with the college have a right to feel extremely proud. He stated that Connecticut's standing is considerably raised in a short period of time, even though it has a small endowment. Connecticut is loyal and C.C. has done a hundred years' job in thirty—and has far to go.

Mr. Putnam said that the position of a trustee in the college administration takes many forms. Trustees are chosen by other trustees in much the same way that students are selected. They are appointed to represent various groups of thought on different educational policies, besides representing voting interests and geographical locations.

Trustee's Duties

The trustee's actual job is to pass on all college expenditures, but the trustee is least effective in the hunt for the business manager. Perhaps one of the trustee's most important jobs is that of appointing the president of the college.

The president's authority is delegated to the executive board, reported that this board now has the power to hire a chairman of the board. The president's authority is defined by the board, and it can be exercised in any manner the board deems appropriate.

Mr. Putnam also has a personal interest in the college, because his grandfather, Robert Putnam, is a freshman here this year. Mr. Putnam is proud of his alma mater, and he is a member of the executive board, reported that this board now has the power to hire a chairman of the board. The president's authority is defined by the board, and it can be exercised in any manner the board deems appropriate.

Peruvian Naval Officer Speaks to Spanish Club

Captain Lopez Castilla, an officer of the Peruvian Navy, gave an interesting speech on Peru. Before the meeting, the speaker and the girls had an opportunity to talk informally with the several others that accompanied the speaker. It was fun and good purpose for all of them.

The next meeting will be held on November 21 and will consist of a program of South American folklore and performed by the students from different parts of Latin America.

College News

New Infirmary Gets Its Cornerstone

The laying of the cornerstone stone Thursday, October 18, was the culmination of the fundraising campaign for the building of the new infirmary. The cornerstone was laid in front of the new building, which is located on State Street.

The infirmary will provide much-needed medical facilities for the college, and it is hoped that it will be a source of pride for all students and faculty.

Who, What Is Schump? Keep Your Eyes Open

Psych Club Elects Moss As President For Current Year

At the first meeting of the Psychology club this year, officers were elected and plans for the coming year were discussed. The new president is Nancy Moss. The new president will be Carolyn Finn, secretary, Marjan Trefzger, treasurer, Ann Bill, social chair, Sally Carleman, and publicity chair, Betty May Gardner. The club is sponsored by Miss Baker and Miss Wylie.

Among the various plans which were discussed, perhaps the one of most interest to psychology students is the study of Otto Klineberg to the college. Mr. Klineberg has been invited to connecticut college to give several lectures on the subject of Social Psychology. It is hoped that in this way the field of social psychology will be partially covered, even though the Psychology Department is no longer able to offer such a course in the curriculum. The first of these lectures will be held in the auditorium on November 9 at 4:20, and the two other will be held in the auditorium on November 15 and 30 at 4:20.

Other plans of the Psychology club for the existing year include such things as inviting prominent workers in the field of psychology to speak to the group about their work, presenting movies of interest to psychology students, and discussing students' own observations on subjects of interest that may be aroused by conversations and lectures.

What is Schump? One of the things that these posters will do is to keep your eyes open. The poster on the left asks, "What is Schump?" The poster on the right asks, "What is Schump?" Keep your eyes open.

For Better Fabrics to meet your budget

FASHION FABRIC CENTER

116-123 Bank St.
Tel. 2593

A.B.C. FLM CO.

74 Bank Street
New London's Only Photographic Store

50% Discount

On All Photographic Purchases

Pile Trade Merchandise Excluded

Developing and Printing

24 Hour Service

HOTEL MABREY'S RESTAURANT

The "Finest in Food" Served

In a delightful atmosphere by candlelight, in the cozy warmth of the fireplace.

Dancing Open year round

Phone 6793
The unique aspect of these books the college has received are the following: Essays, Civil and Moral, by Thomas Becket; Letters of Voltaire; Essays by Addison and Steele; Extracts from the works of Ovid; and a selection of sonnets. The books are in a single volume, comprising a complete collection of all the works of the English and French authors. The books are very useful for students, as they contain a great variety of topics, and are written in a clear and concise style. They are also very well illustrated, with many beautiful drawings and engravings. The books are bound in leather, and are in good condition. They are available for purchase at the college library, and are also available for loan to students. The books are a valuable addition to the college library, and are sure to be enjoyed by all who have a love of literature.
Death of a Salesman Tells Story of a Man
Whose Ambitions Exceed His Actual Talent
by Helen Drysdale

Death of a Salesman is the story of a man whose ambitions exceed his actual talent. It is also the story of two boys who are brought up under the false impression that their father is a great awe-inspiring man and that:

they will follow in his footsteps; and the story of a woman whose love for her husband turns into bitterness and anguish when she finally discovers he has worthless all of their lives have been.

Arthur Miller has created a play of overwhelming frustra-
tions. He has brought before the eyes of self-satisfied human be-
ings an introspective account of what they actually are and what their purpose in life con-
sists. Perhaps the most difficult thing a human being must do is sit down and be honest with himself; however, one cannot help but be honest after seeing not just a dramatic episode upon a stage, but reality in tremendous force.

Willy Loman considers himself a great salesman. "Everybody likes Willy Loman," or "I closed a big account today." Nothing but the best for a big man, he is always a big man.

Pride in Sons

There is great pride in the fact that his sons are the best, "Scott built like Adonis." Bill is the high school football hero — no one is as good an athlete and yet Bill never quite makes the grade. As he grows older he cannot main-
tain a job. Happy, the youngest son, is in constant dream about women and hold a meager posit-
tion which offers spending money. When the boys have grown up, they begin to understand their father's failures. Bill remembers running away from home in fol-
low his father on his business trip and then finding him with anoth-
er woman. Happy begins to recog-
nize his father's wendy and can do nothing but laugh at him. However, it is curious to note that the characteristics of the father have been ingrained in his sons.

Linda Loman is, perhaps, the most pathetic figure in the play. One can see her fragile tenderness becoming bitter, her love becom-
ing hate, and her dreams becom-
ing nightmares. She is the mod-
est but to no avail. She cannot satisfy the needs of her husband or her sons, for her strength alone be-
depreciates into heartache.

Each characterization in this

The drama is sharply contrasted with its opposite or related subject. Each individual is well drawn and beautifully placed in his relation to life. Each moment is a climax which builds to a superb ending in which all powers of the theatre combine: lights, set, directing and acting.

In the final scene of the last act: Willy Loman has committed sui-
cide. As the lights fade they leave the set outlined as a skeleton; the skeleton of the lives of three tor-
tured people.

Speaker Tell of Plans
For Personal Investment

Yesterday afternoon in Bill 106 Mr. Frederick M. Cowles Jr., a market analyst with Putnam and Company, Hartford, addressed members of the personal finance class, as the first of a series of speakers who will talk to the group during the year. Mr. Cowles spoke of plans for personal in-
vestment, and went on to discuss that established for the three mil-
lion dollar endowment of the college, which includes bonds, pre-
ferred stock, and common stock.

In addition to these individual class meetings, to which anyone is cordially invited, the economics

deptartment will present a second series of financial experts in open lectures. These talks are sched-
uled to start next month.

Chez Arnold

Our Specialty

BIRTHDAY CAKES

COOKIES

FANCY PASTRY

When in Town Try Our
Soda Fountain and Complete
Lunchcounter

415 Bond st. Tel. 2-1420

Air Conditioned

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

Number 3 ... THE FLICKER

"One question... Where do I flick my ashes?"

Don't think our neat-pleated friend with the drape-
shape doesn't know the score! He's plenty hip to all those tricky cigarette tests! If you're in the groove, they're not fooling you, either. You know, from your own smoking experience, that just one puff of this brand...

... then one puff of that brand isn't going to give you the answer you want. What can you possibly tell by a quick inhale and exhale, a whiff or a sniff?

The sensible test -- the one that gives you the proper
answer -- is a day after day, pack-after-pack tryout
for 30 days. It's the Camel 30-Day Mildness Test! You judge Camels for 30 days in your own "T-Zone" (T for Throat, T for Taste) -- the real proving ground for a cigarette. Once you've tested Camels as a steady smoker, you'll know why...

More People Smoke Camels

than any other cigarette!
GYMANGLES

Repeat Performance
We hate to be repetitive (we don't really because we have to fill up space) but again we have to bring up the problem of preliminary meetings of the various sports. Get this. If you want to make a club, attendance at these meetings is required unless you have a life or death excuse! If you have such an excuse notify the manager ahead of time so that she will know that you are interested.

Under ordinary circumstances you cannot make a club unless you attend the preliminary meeting and all the rest. Remember—anyone who has not the slightest interest even if it is only to join the cheering section or to time and score is welcome at the meetings and is eligible to the club.

Soccer Managers
The soccer meeting has been held and the following girls were elected to manage their respective classes. The seniors chose co-managers, Mouse Morse and Jan Young. The juniors elected Mary Sessions. The sophomores have P. A. Schoeder, and the freshmen selected Bobbe Duvall. Congratulations to you all.

Nearly Everybody Reads the Philadelphia Bulletin, but Everybody Comes to the AA Halloween Party.

Change in Theme for Oct. 27
If you were worried about your alter ego, forget it. Grab the costume of your favorite comic strip character and come on our mystery flight. To where? Just wait and see. This sensational trip offers such delightful services as fine food, spectacular entertainment, costume prizes and opportunities to try your skill at different games. Come one, come all to the airport above the Post Office. Take off time is 7:00, Friday, October 27.

OPEN 'EM

SMELL 'EM

SMOKE 'EM

BEFORE YOU SMOKE THEM...you can tell Chesterfields will smoke milder, because tobaccos that smell milder smoke milder.

AFTER YOU SMOKE THEM...you have no unpleasant after-taste.

WHILE YOU SMOKE THEM you get more pleasure than any other cigarette can give you—that's why millions of smokers say: THEY SATISFY.
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One night Durf and Sue Rockwell were hiding the mascot in a nail in the planking outside of Thames when some sophomores walked by. In order not to be discovered they pretended they were "lovers." And then there was the night one committee was meeting behind the nursery and another committee was hiding behind the Chapel, and they both sat there waiting for the other group to go away.

P. S. The mascot was a blanket.

A BIT TO EAT AND
SOMETHING SWEET

Bill's Star Dairy Bar
WE DELIVER
Tel. 24851
453 Williams Street

DRESSES
• Velveteen
• Satin
• Brocades
• Taffetas
• Tissue Faille
bernard's STATE STREET

PHOTOS TAKEN AT TEXAS UNIV.
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